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COVID-19 and government 
communication
A descriptive pilot study of bilingual 
(DT - FR) crisis communication in Belgium

Vince Liégeois und Jolien Mathysen

Abstract
Government communication fulfils an important role in the bat-
tle against the C ID-  pandemic. irst, we rely on the govern-
ment to provide us with all the necessary information regarding 
the danger entailed by SARS-Co -2. Secondly, the government 
seeks to guide the population towards a certain behaviour 
through its various communicative channels. owever, in com-
parison with other aspects of government action (e.g., new leg-
islation, economic measures), the communicative actions of gov-
ernments surrounding the C ID-  pandemic have received 
less attention within the social sciences. Accordingly, this pilot 
study aims to delve into said communicative aspect from a de-
scriptive text-linguistic point of view, looking at bilingual (DT - 

R) C ID- -related government communication in Belgium. 
To this end, we assembled a parallel corpus with texts from the 
Belgian Crisis Centre on the matter. Departing from the four tex-
tual criteria singled out by Gautier (200 )  (i) text function, (ii) 
text predicate, (iii) information structure and (iv) stylistic-formu-
lative prototypical features , we aspire to learn more about the 
communicative goals and strategies used by the Belgian govern-
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ment and to compare these results to three previous studies on 
C ID- -related government communication. 

1 Introduction
The government plays a central role in times of disease outbreaks. 
In the case of the C ID-  pandemic, society has been in a state 
of crisis and many of its sectors (economy, health care, work-life) 
have been compromised, with the government serving as the main 
actor to maintain social organisation ( i et al. 2020: - ; Mas-
duki 2020: ; iller et al. 2020: 0 ). To this aim, governments can 
apply both coercive (i.e., legislation, regulation) and communica-
tive (i.e., information, persuasion) tools (Dimitrov 202 : 2). The 
coercive aspect is featured in many discussions in public and sci-
entific debate. The uestions being asked in this regard are, among 
others, whether the government has the right to impose certain 
legislations regulations regarding C ID-  (constitutional law) 
and to which extent its economic measures are feasible and or 
positive for the economy (public finances). The communicative 
aspect, however, has received considerably less attention in the 
social sciences. This discrepancy in research attention is not exclu-
sive to studies regarding the C ID-  pandemic. ohansson and 
Raunio (20 : 2), in fact, remarked that government communica-
tion has almost always been considered less important than other 
government actions (i.e., the more coercive ones).

Conse uently, this paper aims to consider C ID- -related gov-
ernment communication in more detail. More specifically, we will 
scrutinise government communication in the multilingual nation 
of Belgium, for which we compiled a bilingual (Dutch, rench) 
corpus of communications from the Belgian Crisis Centre. As 
such, our contribution in uires into the communicative goals and 
strategies employed by the Belgian government to communicate 
about C ID- . This research uestion is particularly relevant, 
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since various scholars in the fields of applied linguistics, politi-
cal science and communication science have emphasised the im-
portance of government communication. Still, few (empirical) 
insights exist on what such communication looks like, which com-
municative practices prove to be most effective and which pur-
poses they seek to fulfil ( ohansson Raunio 20 : ; 2020: 0). 

urthermore, the uestion arises whether differences in C ID-
-response e ciency between various nations might, in fact, 

be due to the different communication strategies they have been 
employing ( yland-Wood et al. 202 : ). Therefore, this contribu-
tion is intended to be a valid point of reference for future studies 
regarding C ID- -related government communication in Bel-
gium and across different nations.

The structure of our contribution is as follows: section 2 will ela-
borate on the phenomenon of government communication and dis-
cuss some of the first studies which have looked at C ID- -re-
lated government communication. Section  lays out our method-
ology, which consists in our corpus discussion (subsection . ), on 
the one hand, and the clarification of our procedure, on the other 
(subsection .2). Section  discusses the results of said procedure 
and section  concludes the paper with a summary and notes for 
future research. 

2 Government communication and the 
COVID-19 pandemic 

The term government communication is not unambiguous: var-
ious definitions have been proposed in the literature (cf. Graber 
200 ; as uier 20 2; Canel and Sanders 20 , 20 ). Depending on 
which definition is chosen, the notion of government communi-
cation can range from including communication by the ministers 
and secretaries of state (i.e., the strict definition) to all spoken and 
written discourses issued by any governmental service (i.e., the 
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broad definition). or our own contribution, we will employ the 
definition formulated by as uier (20 2: ): 

all the activities of public sector institutions and organi-
zations that are aimed at conveying and sharing informa-
tion, primarily for the purpose of presenting and explai-
ning government decisions and actions, promoting the 
legitimacy of these interventions, defending recognized 
values and helping to maintain social bonds.

Departing from this definition, as uier (20 2: 2- ) further dis-
tinguishes between several types of government communication, 
including, among others, (i) government communication under 
the auspices of heads of government and ministers, (ii) commu-
nication emanating from the administration, (iii) communication 
pertaining to public policy, (iv) institutional communication and 
(v) crisis communication . Although all these types of communica-
tion also play a role in the C ID-  pandemic, the most relevant 
of these subtypes is, of course, crisis communication2 (cf. yland-
Wood et al. 202 ). 

At this point, we would like to discuss three studies which have al-
ready examined crisis communication with regard to the C ID-  
health pandemic: osada and Ro ano s (2020) study of government 
communication in Spain, Masduki s (2020) study on government 
communication in Indonesia and a theoretical paper by yland-
Wood et al. (202 ). The first study, osada and Ro ana s (2020), de-
parted from lvarez s (200 ) observation that modern crisis man-
agement needs to depart from the study of the public, including 

Crisis communication is, of course, not exclusive to government ser-
vices. owever, in this paper, we will use crisis communication  ex-
clusively to talk about government crisis communication . 

2 Even more so considering that our contribution departs from a corpus 
of communications from the Belgian Crisis Centre.
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their perception and emotions. Conse uently, with the help of on-
line surveys, osada and Ro ano looked at how Spanish govern-
ment communication tried to supply emotional support for the 
elderly population. The authors highlighted that news about the 
C ID-  health pandemic generated different negative emotions: 
sadness, anxiety, fear, and anger. owever, the (negative) emotions 
greatly depended on the information channel in uestion. Govern-
ment communication (e.g., communication by o cial authorities), 
for instance, was considered to be among the most credible sources, 
and the government s efforts to communicatively accommodate the 
emotional need of the elderly was positively appreciated. 

Masduki (2020) applied a political-economic approach to study 
the link between C ID-  communication policies and practic-
es, on the one hand, and the interests of politics and market sta-
bility in Indonesia, on the other. is analysis uncovered two main 
problems with Indonesian government communication: (i) that 
the communication, in itself, was pro-market communication, and 
(ii) that various data regarding C ID-  had been manipulated 
to minimise the danger of the virus. Subse uently, Masduki (2020: 

) stated that Indonesian C ID-  government communication 
was dominated by the need to consolidate the power of the ruling 
authorities and secure market stability. 

yland-Wood et al. (202 ) did not depart from empirical data. 
Instead, their paper emphasised the importance of trust, trans-
parency, and civic engagement in crisis-related government com-
munication and formulated 0 recommendations for such com-
munications: (a) to engage in clear communication, (b) to strive 
for maximum credibility, (c) to communicate with empathy, (d) to 
communicate with openness, frankness and honesty, (e) to recog-
nise that uncertainty is inevitable, (f) to account for levels of health 
literacy and numeracy, (g) to empower people to act, (h) to appeal 
to social norms, (i) to consider diverse community needs, and ( ) to 
be proactive in combatting misinformation. 
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All three papers thus highlighted different challenges inherent to 
crisis communication. Therefore, it is imperative that such crisis 
communication is studied further, also involving different nations 
and different information channels. To this end, we studied Dutch 
and rench C ID- -related communications of the Belgian Cri-
sis Centre from a descriptive text-linguistic point of view. Depart-
ing from the four textual criteria singled out by Gautier (200 ), 
this study aims to uncover the communicative aims and strategies 
of the Belgian government on the matter. As such, we will also 
compare the results emanating from this analysis against the 0 
recommendations from yland-Wood et al. (202 ).

3 Methodology

3.1 Corpus

or our corpus, we assembled texts from the website www.in-
fo-coronavirus.be, which is managed by the Belgian Crisis Cen-
tre (hence BCC) and the S ( ederal ublic Service) ealth, 

ood Chain Safety and Environment. It is one of the Belgian 
government s main communicative channels when it comes to 
C ID- -related information. This is particularly interesting 
since Belgium, despite being a multilingual country, has no emer-
gency language service (cf. i et al. 2020). In the end, we collect-
ed texts spanning the period between anuary 2 , 2020 (when the 
website was created and the first text regarding C ID-  was 
published) and September , 2020. As such, our corpus mainly 
concerns the first wave of Belgian C ID-  infections and the 
first lockdown. 

The website has been offering information in four languages: Bel-
gium s three national languages  Dutch, rench, and German  
and English. ur in uiry originally considered all three national 
languages. et, due to reasons of space, we will limit ourselves 
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to the Dutch and rench language in this contribution, which are 
spoken by the ma ority of the Belgian population. To this aim, 
we established a parallel corpus (cf. Teubert ) of texts which 
could be found in all three languages (even though German was 
later excluded). This corpus ended up containing 220 texts per lan-
guage. Conse uently, our analysis can compare each text in the 
Dutch corpus to the relevant text in the rench one. A first uanti-
tative overview of this corpus is established in Tab. : 

Tab. : uantitative overview of the parallel bilingual corpus.

Dutch French

Texts 220 220

Tokens , 0,

Sentences ,2 , 2

lease note, however, that this parallel corpus does not include all 
texts published on the www.info-coronavirus.be-website during 
the time period considered here, but only those texts available in 
all three national languages. riginally, we found an ine uivalent 
distribution of texts across the three languages, with rench ac-
counting for 2 0, Dutch for 2 , and German for 220 texts. This, of 
course, is problematic with regard to yland-Wood et al. s (2020) 
recommendation to consider diverse community  or in this case 
multilingual community  needs, which is particularly true for the 
German-speaking community. 

3.2 Procedure

An important methodological uestion regarding government 
communication is how this type of communication should be 
researched ( ansson 20 : 2 ). or our own analysis, we chose 
to approach government communication from a descriptive and 
text-linguistic perspective. ereto, we propose an analysis based 
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on the four textual criteria singled out by Gautier (200 ) for the 
analysis of related texts or text genres: (a) text function, (b) text 
predicate, (c) information structure, (d) stylistic and formulative 
prototypical features. The four-pronged analysis we developed 
seeks to answer the following four uestions in order to learn 
more about the communicative tools and strategies employed by 
the Belgian government: 

Text function Which speech act dominates the 
(domain-)specific texts, and can any 
secondary (minor) speech acts be 
observed

Text predicate What is the main predicate of the texts 
and can predicate shifts (  secondary 
predicates) be attested  

The information structure Is there a common information struc-
ture shared by the texts

Stylistic and formulative 
prototypical features

Which stylistic and formulative 
features characterise the texts, and 
how can they be connected with the 
previous  criteria

Based on this analysis, we, first, in a corpus-based manner (cf. Stede 
200  20 ), singled out the main text function (subsection . ) 

and main text predicate (subsection .2), that is, the central theme, 
of each text in the two subcorpora. To establish the main text func-
tion (cf. Brinker et al.  20 : - 2 ), we departed from the 
verbs in each text and determined which speech act they evoked 
(cf. Wunderlich ; Gautier 200 : ). Thereafter, we counted 
the number of speech acts evoked per text to determine what the 
main text function was. or the main text predicate, we annotat-
ed the central predicate of each paragraph. Then, we considered 
whether these predicates resurfaced in more parts of the text and 
whether the different predicates of a text constituted an overar-
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ching predicate (e.g., number of infections  number of hospital-
isations  number of people in intensive care  number of deaths 

 epidemiological situation). The next step consisted in distin-
guishing between the different text genres present in Belgian 
C ID- -related government communication. Based on the data 
from the first two criteria, we then grouped the texts and checked 
the information structure of the most prevalent text group(s). In-
formation structure refers to the manner in which information is 
structured in and across texts (subsection . ). or the fourth step, 
we considered the stylistic and formulative prototypical features 
appearing in and or across the different groups of texts (subsec-
tion . ). inally, we compared these data against the theory es-
tablished in our theoretical discussion of government communi-
cation in section 2 (subsection . ). 

This methodology incorporates both deductive (speech act theory) 
and inductive methods ((b), (c) and (d)), as well as macrotextual 
(text function, predicate, information structure) and microtextual 
data (stylistic and formulative prototypical features). Based on this 
method, we will not only be able to single out the communicative 
strategies employed and the goals envisioned by the Belgian gov-
ernment (text function and predicate), but also which discursive 
features these strategies and goals entailed (information structure, 
stylistic-formulative prototypical features). As such, it allows us 
to establish a first descriptive overview of Belgian C ID- -re-
lated government communication and reach a clear answer to our 
research uestion, which was formulated at the end of section 2. 

owever, a few differences with Gautier s (200 ) methodology 
should be pointed out here. irst, the approach of Gautier is for-
mal and cognitively oriented, whereas ours is solely a descriptive 
approach, not taking into consideration cognitive aspects of lan-
guage. Secondly, since Gautier s model is specifically envisioned 
for the study of text genres and text patterns, he aims for the sec-
ond and third step of the model (analysis of text predicates and 
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information structure) to already take into consideration more 
microlinguistic aspects of language (Gautier 200 : - ). ow-
ever, since our corpus of government communications entails dif-
ferent types of text genres (cf. subsection . ), and therefore more 
variation than a corpus of exemplary texts from a given text genre, 
we are only able to describe these steps at a macrolinguistic level, 
i.e., through the predicate analysis explained above and an analy-
sis of information structure at the transphrastic level. 

When it comes to the limits of our study, we would like to stress 
that our analysis only seeks to aptly describe Belgian C ID- -re-
lated crisis communication based on the four criteria and the pro-
cedure above. This means that we will not be able to pinpoint all 
problems, such as orthographic errors (e.g., fréquemments  instead 
of fréquemment fre uently  and événements de mafsse instead of 
événements de masse mass events  in rench) within these com-
munications. 

4 Results

4.1 Text functions

or the first part of our analysis, we looked at the main functions of 
the texts within our corpora, which rendered e ual results for the 
two languages under consideration (cf. ig. ). In both languages 
we identified three main text functions: the informative text func-
tion, present in 2  ( .  ) texts, the instructive-hortative text 
function, present in  ( .  ) texts, and the emotive text function, 
which appears in 2 ( 0.  ) texts. 

The informative text function ( ) implies that the text mainly 
seeks to inform the population about the coronavirus and pos-

 This error occurs three times in the corpus. 
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sible countermeasures, whereas the instructive-hortative one (2) 
seeks to instruct, implore and warn the population about the vi-
rus. The instructive-hortative function thus envisions a change in 
behaviour, while the informative one does not. inally, the emo-
tive text function ( ) entails that the government tries to provide 
emotional support for the population, an aspect which, according 
to osada and Ro ana (2020), has been very important during the 
C ID-  pandemic (cf. section 2). Examples for all three text 
functions are provided below. 

(1) Fr.: Neuf compatriotes ont é té  volontairement rapatrié s ce 
j our depuis W uhan en Chine. Ils ont é té  transporté s par un 
avion mis à  disposition par le gouvernement franç ais, q ui a 
d’ abord fait escale à  Istres, prè s de Marseille, pour ramener 
les passagers franç ais.
” Nine compatriots were voluntarily repatriated today 
from Wuhan in China. They were transported by 
a plane made available by the French government, 

ig. : Main text functions.
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which has first made a stop at Istres, close to Mar-
seille, to pick up the French passengers.”

(2) Fr.: [ … ]  Tenez bon et suivez les mesures gé né rales, prenez 
soin de vous et des autres. ous tes malade vre, tou , 
problè mes respiratoires, … )  ?  1 . restez chez vous 2. contac-
tez directement votre mé decin traitant 3 . suivez les recom-
mandations du site web https: www.info-coronavirus.be.
” Hang in there and follow the general measures, take 
care of yourself and others. Are you ill (fever, cough, 
respiratory problems, )? 1. Stay at home 2. Imme-
diately contact your treating physician 3. Follow the 
recommendations of the website https: www.info-coro-
navirus.be.”

(3) Fr.: Maggie De Block et Alain Maron, ministres de la 
Sant  publi ue au niveau f d ral et bru ellois, ont le regret 
d’ annoncer q u’ un patient est dé cé dé  des suites du corona-
virus. Il s’ agit du premier dé cè s en Belgiq ue.
Maggie De Block and Alain Maron, Ministers of 

Public Health on the federal level and in Brussels, re-
gret to inform that a patient has died as a result of the 
coronavirus. It constitutes the first death in Belgium.

In the example for the informative text function ( ), no explicit 
speech act verb can be found, yet the mood (indicative) and di-
athesis (passive) are typical of informative speech acts. In (2), the 
instructive-hortative text function is marked through imperative 
verb forms (Tenez bon et suivez … prenez soin ) and personal deix-
is (vous et des autres. Vous êtes malade ) (cf. Brinker et al.  
20 : 0). The verb phrase ont le regret, in turn, evokes the emotive 
speech act in ( ). 

The data in ig.  indicate, then, that the predominant function of 
the government communications considered here was to inform 
the public. owever, when looking at secondary text functions  
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i.e., all the other text functions identified in the texts apart from 
the main ones represented in ig.   we noticed that the instruc-
tive-hortative text functions become prevalent with  instances 
( .   of the texts) (cf. ig. 2). We thus found that the informa-
tive parts (e.g., depicting the evolution of the epidemiological situ-
ation the virus) provide the fundament for the instructive-horta-
tive text parts (e.g., the communication of countermeasures to stop 
the spread of the virus). nly a few exceptions to these patterns 
were found. urthermore, eight texts ( .  ) have an emotive 
secondary text function, six texts (  2.  )  which all had either 
an instructive-hortative or emotive primary text function  an in-
formative secondary text function, and five a metacommunicative 
one, meaning that they communicate linguistic information or in-
formation about the communication channels themselves.

Combining the data of ig.  (main text functions) with those of 
ig. 2 (secondary text functions), we can maintain that the infor-

mative text function is the most important one within our corpus: 
2  of the 220 texts have it as their main text function, and it is the 

ig. 2: Secondary text functions.
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only text function that appears in all texts. et, this does not mean 
that the Belgian government had no eye for other communicative 
functions, since the instructive-hortative text function appears in 

0 of the 220 texts ( .  ), albeit only four times as the main 
text function. The emotive text function appears to have been giv-
en less attention, since it only surfaces in ten texts ( .  ) and 
only two times as the main text function. The same is true for the 
metacommunicative function, which only appears three times as 
a secondary text function. 

4.2 Text predicates

The second criterium that we considered were the text predicates, 
i.e., the central theme of each of the texts. Regarding the entire 
corpus, the main text predicate was, of course, C ID-  or the 
coronavirus. The way in which the government communicated 
about the virus and highlighted some of its aspects or its influence 
on human life society, however, varies from text to text. In this 
regard, we identified seven main text predicates: the epidemio-
logical situation (A ; R 0.  ) , government strategies 
(A ; R .  ), repatriation (A ; R .  ), face masks 
(A ; R 2.  ), tests (A ; R .  ), metacommunicative 
information (A ; R .  ) and emotional support (A 2; 
R 0.  ) (cf. ig. ). urthermore, a rest category named oth-
er  was established for eight texts which did not share text pred-
icates with other texts. ike with the text functions, our analysis 
rendered the same results for both languages . 

A   absolute fre uency, R relative fre uency. 
This e uivalence between the Dutch and rench corpora is, of course, 
expected, since both text function and text predicate are macrolingu-
istic phenomena (cf. subsection .2), which are generally unlikely to 
differ between a source and target text. 
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The texts in which the epidemiological situation was the main pred-
icate  and which make up the ma or part of our corpus ( 0.  )  
distributed various kinds of epidemiological information: the 
number of new infections, the number of hospitalisations, the 
number of tests executed, the number of deaths due to C ID- , 
the number of people in intensive care, etc. The texts which had 
government strategies as their main predicate transmitted in-
formation about the measures taken by the government (e.g., 
the closing of restaurants bars and the incentive to start work-
ing from home), on the one hand, and the exit strategy to return 
society to its normal state (e.g., the reopening of schools), on the 
other. Texts about repatriation date back to the beginning of the 
C ID-  pandemic, i.e., between ebruary 2 and ebruary 2 , 
when residents of Belgium were repatriated from various coun-
tries, most notably China. Texts about face masks explained to 
which extent they were useful, which masks could (not) be used 
and how they should be used. Texts in which the main predicate 
was determined to be tests  informed the population about the 

ig. : Main text predicates.
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government s testing strategies, where tests took place and how 
big the country s testing capacity was. The three texts on meta-
communicative information, which correspond to the three meta-
communicative secondary text functions singled out in subsection 
. , provided linguistic information or information about the var-

ious communicative channels used. inally, the two texts which 
centred around emotional support, i.e., in which the emotive text 
function was the main one, appealed to the emotions of the popu-
lation by providing condolence and comforting them. 

ust as we distinguished secondary text functions in our analy-
sis in subsection . , we can also distinguish various predicate 
shifts , i.e., those text parts which revolve around other predicates 
than the rest of the text. This again led to e ual results for the two 
languages, which are presented in Tab. 2. 

Tab. 2: redicate shifts.

Predicate shift AF RF

to the information provided by the BCC 0 .  

to anti-C ID guidelines 0.  

to the explanation of data representation .  

emotive predicate shifts .  

to hortative text parts 
(warnings persuasion)

.2 

Even though we classified the predicate of the text as metacommu-
nicative information , we assigned the informative text function  as 
their main function (cf. subsection . ) and the metacommunicative 
one as secondary text function, since most paragraphs of these texts 
did not transmit metacommunicative information. 
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to the epidemiological situation 2.  

to the health of infected persons 2.  

other (rest group) 2.  

to the repatriation process .  

to government strategies 0.  

The most fre uently observed predicate shift was the one incit-
ing people to keep updated on the information provided by the 
BCC (A 0), followed by instructive shifts telling people what 
to do to stop the spread of the virus (A ). Both predicate 
shifts therefore imply an instructive-hortative text function (which 
was mostly the secondary text function evoked by these predicate 
shifts). The third most common predicate shift regarded the ex-
planation of the data representation by the BCC: which data were 
presented, what they meant and why this kind of data represen-
tation was chosen. The other predicate shifts, which occurred in 
less than ten texts each, will not be discussed in more depth here. 

ooking at the results of our text-predicate analysis, we can main-
tain our hypothesis formulated at the end of the previous sec-
tion: namely, that the BCC mainly sought to inform and instruct
persuade the population to follow certain actions, rather than to 
provide emotional support. In this regard, we saw that most of 
the texts revolved around epidemiological information:  texts 
had the epidemiological situation as their main text predicate (cf. 

ig. ) and  others contained a predicate shift towards it (cf. Tab. 
2). urthermore,  texts ( .   of the texts) entailed a predicate 
shift which explained how and why epidemiological data were 
presented. Therefore, in the following subsection, we will look at 
the information structure of such epidemiological reports in more 
detail. 
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4.3 Text grouping and information structure 

4.3.1 Text grouping

Based on our analysis of their text functions and text predicates, 
we were able to group our texts in the following way (Tab. ): 

Tab. : Text grouping.

Group of texts Main text function  N° of texts

epidemiological reports informative instructive-
hortative

government 
strategies

informative instructive-
hortative

repatriation reports informative

other (rest group) informative

texts on face masks informative instructive-
hortative

texts on tests informative

metacommunicative 
texts informative

emotive texts emotive 2

As explained in our methodology (cf. subsection .2), we also want 
to consider the information structure of the texts in our corpus. 

owever, at this point, we would like to point out that Gautier s 
(200 ) methodology was specifically devised for texts which are 
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classifiable as text genres (i.e., laws, weather reports). In our paper, 
we specifically speak of text groups  instead of genres. This is 
because the texts of these text groups  cannot necessarily be con-
sidered as text genres, despite there being correlations between 
their text functions and text predicates. Conse uently, we can-
not describe the information structure for each of the text groups 
individuated above. Therefore, we will limit our analysis of the 
information structure to the main text group of our corpus, the 
epidemiological report. Still, in the following subsection (cf. sub-
section . ), we will also distinguish those textual features which 
greatly characterise the information structure of the other texts in 
our corpus. 

4.3.2 Information structure: epidemiological report

 instances of the epidemiological report were found in our 
corpus, spanning the period from March 2 to September  ( the 
last text of our corpus, cf. subsection . ). When considering its 
information structure, we are able to differentiate four periods of 
time between which changes in the information structure could be 
observed (cf. Tab. ). 

The texts from the first period (02 0 2 0 ), which were all writ-
ten at the beginning of the pandemic in Belgium, do not show a 
fixed information structure. owever, we did identify recurring 
semantic categories revolving around the epidemiological situ-
ation (number of infections, tests, hospitalisations, etc.) in these 
texts (cf. . . ). et, from March  onwards, some texts started to 
show a recurring structure with the first paragraph elaborating on 
the number of tests and positive cases, and the second paragraph 
specifiying the number of infections. 

rom March 2  onwards, we did not only observe a fixed informa-
tion structure, but also the use of one and the same text format by 
the BCC. This means that from this date onwards, the BCC start-
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ed publishing a near identical text every day. nly the statistics 
concerning the infections and deaths kept changing . The attested 
information structure was the following: a first paragraph which 
elaborates on the number of new infections per region ( landers, 

 The benefits and problems of this communication strategy (i.e., the re-
petitive use of a text format) are discussed in more depth in . . . . 

Tab. : Epidemiological report - information structure - chronological classification.

Period Publication 
dates N° of texts Information structure

eriod 02 0 2 0 2 no fixed information 
structure

eriod 2 2 0 0

fixed information structure 
(number of new infections 

 other data on the epi-
demiological situation  
instructive hortative text 
parts); use of types

eriod 2 0 20 0
more extensive titles; fixed 
information structure; use 
of types

eriod 2 0 0

new fixed information 
structure (epidemiological 
trends  actual situation 
on the local level  daily 
numbers  instructive
hortative text parts); use 
of types
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Brussels, Wallonia), followed by a paragraph which enumerates 
other epidemiological information, i.e., the number of hospitalisa-
tions, the number of people in intensive care, the number of peo-
ple discharged from the hospital and or declared healthy and the 
number of deaths. The final part of the texts entailed instructive
hortative predicate shifts to incite people to keep updated on the 
information provided by the BCC and to follow the prescribed an-
ti-C ID guidelines. A minor change in the information structure 
of this format can be registered from April 0 onwards, when the 
reports also started to specify how many of the registered deaths 
had happened inside hospitals.

The same format was used in the texts from period  ( 2 0
20 0 ). Within the texts from this period, however, the BCC 
became more meticulous when it comes to the titles of the epi-
demiological reports. In period 2, in fact, they always used the 
same title, albeit with altering statistical data ( ). In period , 
however, the titles started highlighting encouraging trends in 
the evolution of the epidemiological situation ( ). It could be 
argued that this was done to stress the fact that the lockdown 
and other countermeasures against the virus were indeed hav-
ing some effect and to remind people that said lockdown could 
come to an end soon. 

( ) a. Dt.: 22 nieuwe besmettingen met Covid-19
  22 new infections with C ID-

b. Dt.:  nieuwe besmettingen met Covid-19
   new infections with C ID-

( ) a. Dt.: Aantal nieuwe hospitalisaties stabiliseert
  The number of new hospitalisations stabilises.

b. Dt.: Het aantal patiënten op intensieve zorgen daalt
  The number of patients in intensive care 
  decreases.
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ther than this, a minor change in information structure could be 
identified from April  onwards, after which the number of de-
aths in nursing homes was specified as well. 
With the fourth period (2 0 - 0 ), we notice ma or changes 
in the communicative strategy employed by the BCC, which, in 
turn, led to a new text format being adopted. In order to represent 
the epidemiological situation more ob ectively, the BCC then start-
ed to publish weekly averages for the epidemiological numbers 
on top of the customary daily numbers. This led to the follow-
ing information structure: one text part communicating weekly 
averages (regarding new infections, hospitalisations, deaths), one 
on the epidemiological situation on a local level, one on the daily 
numbers (infections, hospitalisations, hospital discharges, deaths) 
and another entailing instructive-hortative predicate shifts. ike 
within the previous two periods, one identical text (apart from the 
altering statistical-epidemiological data) is recycled every day. 
To conclude this part of the analysis, we can state that, notwith-
standing some changes over time and the more freely construct-
ed  epidemiological reports from the st period, a clear information 
structure can be observed within this text group. This is mainly 
due to the same text format being recycled time and again (see 
also the discussion of the text-genetic features in subsection . ). 

urthermore, said reports also reflect our previous observations, 
i.e., that it was the BCC s main communicative aim to inform (e.g., 
the main text function of the reports) and instruct warn people 
(i.e., the instructive-hortative predicate shifts at the end of the re-
ports) about SARS-Co -2. 

4.4 Stylistic-formulative prototypical features

The final part of our text-linguistic analysis consisted in singling 
out the stylistic and formulative prototypical features of the two 
corpora in general, i.e., those features which are not exclusive to 
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one of the text groups identified in . . . To this aim, we distin-
guished between lexical features . . , pragmatic features . .2 , 
and text-genetic features . . . 

4.4.1 Lexical features

or the lexical features, we processed our two corpora through 
Sketch Engine (cf. Kilgarriff et al. 20 ). Then, we looked at the 
first 00 entries in the keyword lists (both regarding single-words 
and multi-word expressions) provided by this computer-assisted 
corpus tool . More specifically, we inductively established a se-
mantic classification of the entries in these keyword lists. In doing 
so, we made a distinction between six classes : epidemiology , 
government institutions , time , place , countermeasures  and a 

rest group denominated other . The results of this lexical opera-
tion are presented in Tab. :

This keyword list was established on the basis of the most fre uent sin-
gle-words and multi-word terms in the two corpora, on the one hand, 
and their fre uencies in their respective reference corpora (nlTenTen  
and frTenTen ), on the other.
It should be noted that classes  is not a synonym for semantic cate-
gories , a term which was avoided here since not all classes  i.e., epi-
demiology , government institutions  and countermeasures   are 
semantic categories.

Tab. : Keywords.

epidemiology
government 
institutions

time place
counter-

measures
other

S-Dt.

S- r.

M-Dt. 0 2

M- r. 2
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The most fre uent class was epidemiology , which refers to all 
words inherent to the discipline of epidemiology which were 
found within our corpora (e.g., Dt.: termijnindicatoren term-indi-
cators , incidentie incidence ; r.: coronavirus coronavirus , in-
dicateur indicator ). In each of the corpora, they occupied more 
than 0  of the first 00 entries in the single-words (S-) and multi-
word terms (M-) keyword lists. In this case, we are also clearly 
dealing with domain-specific  i.e., scientific  terminology. This 
high fre uency of epidemiologic terminology is, of course, mainly 
due to the high fre uency of epidemiological reports in our two 
corpora, which re uire such terminology. 

ther individuated semantic classes include government institu-
tions  (e.g., Dt.: veiligheidsraad security council ; r.: SPF S ), 
which clearly highlight that we are dealing with government com-
munication, time  (e.g., Dt.: di-za Tue-Sat ; r.: quotidiennement 
daily ) and place  (e.g., Dt.: andere plaats other place ; r.: terri-

toire belge Belgian territory ). The semantic classes of time  and 
place  were important aspects of the epidemiological reports (cf. 

. ), since they served to aptly describe the spread of the virus 
across time and in different parts of Belgium. We also established 
a class for C ID- -related terminology regarding possible 
countermeasures  (e.g., Dt.: quarantaine uarantine ; r.: tracing
tracing ). A rest category denominated other  was created for 

those words which were not easily classifiable in an overarching 
category. Still, many of these also referred to aspects of C ID-
the epidemiological situation or often occurred in the vicinity of 
epidemiology-related terms (e.g., Dt.: nieuwsbericht news report ; 

r.: constamment constantly ).

4.4.2 Pragmatic features

When it comes to the pragmatic features  that is, features regard-
ing discursive elements and strategies above the sentence level  
we observed various foregrounding strategies  within our cor-
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pus text. By foregrounding strategies, we mean that the BCC tried 
to highlight the most important information for the population. 
This made the texts more accessible and, in turn, could increase 
the chance of the proposed anti-C ID measures being followed. 
In this regard, we individuated five strategies or foregrounding 
elements  (cf. Tab. ). 

As can be seen in Tab. , uantitative differences between the two 
corpora occur. Unlike with the analysis of the text functions and 
text predicates, we are now dealing with more microlinguistic as 
opposed to macrolinguistic phenomena. Such differences are thus 
expected to be more plentiful. et, this leads to the uestion why 
such dissimilarities between the two corpora are to be found and 
whether they hint at problems in the texts  translation practice. 

owever, said uestions fall outside the scope of our current con-
tribution and should be treated by more translation-oriented in-

uiries.

Tab. : ighlighting markers.

Dutch French

imperative sentences , 0 ,

interrogative sentences 2 2

enumerations

text parts marked in bold 2

intersemioticity 0

0 By intersemioticity we understand the interplay between different 
semiotic systems ((written) language, pictures, graphics, tables, etc.). 
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The most fre uent foregrounding elements are the imperative 
phrases ( ), which were observed , 0 times in the Dutch cor-
pus and ,  times in the rench one (on a total of ,2  and 
, 2  sentences). These sentences occurred both in the main text, 

as well as in subtitles, and were always part of predicative-hor-
tative text parts: 

( ) a. r.: 
  protéger, vous et votre famille.
  Continue to apply the suggestions to protect 
  yourself, yourself and your family.

b. Dt.: Limitez vos contacts rapprochés.
  imit your close contacts.

ther than imperative sentences, we also found a lot of interrog-
ative sentences ( ): 2  for Dutch and 2  for rench. ike the im-
perative ones, they appeared in both the main text and in subtitles. 
Within the latter, they also had a discourse organising function, 
meaning they directed the reader towards the pieces of informa-
tion that they were looking for. Since their function is also clearly 
instructive and even educative, they were typical of the instruc-
tive-hortative text parts too. 

( ) a. r.: Pourquoi le masque est-il recommandé?
  Why is the mask recommended

b. r.: Pourquoi porter un masque?
  Why wear a mask

Apart from these foregrounding elements on a more syntac-
tic level, we also observed, on the level of text design 0, a high 
fre uency of enumerations (  for Dutch and  for rench). 

lease note that, by including text design within the analysis of prag-
matic features, we employed a broad definition of pragmatics .
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This points to the BCC opting to present certain information in 
short and graphically clearly identifiable sentences rather than 
in longer paragraphs. These enumerative lists were, for instance, 
featured in the epidemiological reports. In this context, the lists 
summarised both epidemiological data (e.g., number of hospi-
talisations, deaths, etc.) and countermeasures to be followed to 
stop the virus (cf. . .2 ). urthermore, again with regard to text 
design, we observed a high fre uency of text parts marked in 
bold (  for Dutch and 2  for rench), which highlighted cru-
cial information or keywords in the text.

As a final foregrounding element, we also noted the presence of 
other semiotic systems, e.g., images (  for Dutch and  for 

rench), highlighting either anti-C ID guidelines (  for Dutch 
and rench) or graphs depicting epidemiological data ( 0 for 
Dutch and  for rench).

This foregrounding strategy  can be regarded as an important 
communicative strategy in order to aptly communicate informa-
tion and instructions to the Belgian population. This is especially 
true since, in the previous parts of the analysis, we argued that it 
was the BCC s main goal to inform and instruct warn the people. 
This can be seen in the examples in ( ) and ( ). Considering that 
these epidemiological reports also contain a lot of domain-specific 
terminology (cf. . . ), foregrounding elements are very useful to 
help make them more intelligible.

4.4.3 Text-genetic features

inally, when it comes to the text-genetic features, we observed 
that the BCC often recuperated previously used sentences and 
text parts in their communication, or even the same text format, 
as was, for instance, the case for the epidemiological reports from 
March 2  onwards (cf. . .2 ). rom a corpus-linguistic perspec-
tive, this led to a high tokens-per-type ratio and low type-token ra-
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tio of both words and sentences. The sentence in ( ), for instance, 
occurs  times in our corpus. 

( ) Dt.: Zo helpt iedereen de voortgang van de pandemie te 
vertragen en de meest kwetsbaren onder ons te beschermen
In this way, everyone helps to slow down the 

progression of the pandemic and to protect the most 
vulnerable among us.

This text-genetic feature of recuperating texts evokes another fea-
ture of crisis communication, which has not yet been highlight-
ed in the three studies discussed in section 2, namely that a lot of 
information needs to be communicated uickly and or in a con-
sistent manner. Recycling text parts or using a fixed text format 
would, in this regard, be an economical way to communicate such 
pieces of information and also establishes consistency for the read-
er . This is even more the case for the multilingual communica-
tion the BCC needs to provide: instead of translating each text into 

rench, German and English, the BCC could, in fact, also devise 
fixed text formats for each of these languages. This would, in turn, 
save them a lot of time and reduce the chance of translation errors. 

owever, this communicative strategy also necessitates some 
amount of caution so as to avoid communicating unnecessary or 
incorrect information. This is what went wrong in ( ), where the 
BCC first communicated the number of infections per region, but 
then continued to state that they had no information about the 
region of residence of the 0 remaining cases. 

( ) Dt.: Op woensdag 20 mei werden 252 nieuwe gevallen gerap-
porteerd. Daarvan wonen er 175 in Vlaanderen, 56 in Wallonië 
en 21 in Brussel. We hebben geen informatie over de woon-

2 This strategy is, of course, not exclusive to crisis communication and 
can be seen as a common feature of controlled specialised texts in ge-
neral (cf. Schubert 200 , 20 ).
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plaats van de overige 0 gevallen. Dat brengt het totale aantal 
bevestigde besmette personen op 56235.

n Wednesday May 20 2 2 new cases were reported.  
of them live in landers,  in Wallonia and 2  in Brussels. 
We have no information on the residence of the remaining 
0 cases. That brings the total number of confirmed infected 
persons to 2 .

4.5 Comparison

When comparing the results of the four steps of our analysis with 
(i) one another, and (ii) those of previous studies on C ID- -re-
lated government communication ( osada and Ro ada 2020; Mas-
duki 202 ; yland-Wood et al. 202 ; cf. section 2), we can note the 
following: 

irst of all, we remarked in subsection .  that the 
BCC was mainly concerned with informing and in-
structing warning the population: the informative 
text function was present in all texts (2  times as 
main text function), and the instructive-hortative text 
function also appeared in 0 of the 220 texts. This 
observation was confirmed by the other steps of our 
analysis. In the last subsection, we noted the high fre-

uency of various foregrounding elements   i.e., 
imperative sentences, interrogative sentences, enu-
merations, text parts marked in bold and intersemio-
ticity (cf. . .2 )  which had been employed to make 
information more accessible for the population. This 
can be regarded as a positive element within Belgian 
government communication. owever, when loo-
king at other text functions and or communicative 
strategies, we saw that the BCC did not really seek to 
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provide emotional support  which had been stres-
sed as an important element in crisis communication 
by osada and Ro ana (2020)  with only six texts dis-
playing an emotive text function and two texts ha-
ving been classified as emotive texts . 

When looking at the text predicates (subsection .2) 
and text groups (subsection . ), we found that epide-
miological reports were particularly fre uent within 
the corpus (  of the 220 texts), which is why their 
information structure has been discussed in more 
depth in . .2 . ne of the conse uences of their 
high fre uency was, of course, that epidemiological 
terminology also greatly characterised our corpus (cf. 

. . ). Conse uently, we can state that government 
communication by the BCC was highly permeated 
by scientific discourse. As such, due to the a nity of 
these texts to scientific, and more specifically, to epi-
demiological data, it seems unlikely that they display 
a framing in the interest of politics, market stability or 
in other (non-healthcare related) sectors. This is con-
trary to what Masduki (202 ) found in his analysis of 
Indonesian C ID- -related government commu-
nication. owever, our analysis did not consider this 
possibility in more detail. 

Thirdly, comparing the discussion of our results 
with the 0 recommendations of yland-Wood et al. 
(202 ), we can assert that the BCC tried to:

• engage in clear communication (i.e., the use of 
the same text format, foregrounding elements, 
scientific information) and strive for maximum 
credibility (recommendations a and b); 
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• account for levels of health literacy and numera-
cy, i.e. the epidemiological reports (recommenda-
tion f); 

• empower people to act, as exemplified by the 
instructive-hortative text parts (recommenda-
tion g); 

• appeal to social norms, as is exemplified by the 
sentences in (2) and ( ) (recommendation h); 

• and be proactive in combatting misinformation, 
i.e., the predicate shifts to the information provi-
ded by the BCC (recommendation ). 

ur analysis was not able to find indications which reflect recom-
mendations (c), to communicate with empathy (that is, other than 
the small number of emotive text parts and functions singled out 
by our analysis), (d), to communicate with openness, frankness 
and honesty, (e), the recognition that uncertainty is inevitable and 
(i), to consider diverse community needs (other than, of course, 
the communication being made available in four languages, albeit 
with an ine uivalent amount of texts  cf. subsection . ). The ab-
sence of these features might, however, have been due to the ual-
itative methodology we employed to examine these government 
communications. 

inally, the discussion of the epidemiological reports  information 
structure . .2  and the entire corpus s text-genetic features . .  
also led to us highlighting another aspect of crisis communication: 
namely that information needs to be communicated uickly and
or in a consistent manner. To this aim, the BCC often recycled text 
parts or text formats, which was an economical way to communi-
cate and created consistency for the reader. 
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5 Summary and notes for future research 
In this paper, we sought to describe C ID- -related govern-
ment communication in Belgium, and more specifically, crisis 
communication by the Belgian Crisis Centre. The relevance of this 
research uestion was explained in subsections  and 2, where we 
mentioned that little empirical research exists on this aspect of cri-
sis management. In this case, we departed from the four textual 
criteria proposed by Gautier (200 ): text functions (subsection . ), 
text predicates (subsection .2), information structure (subsection 
. ) and stylistic-formulative prototypical features (subsection 
. ). Along with a comparison with previous studies ( osada and 

Ro ana 2020; Masduki 202 ; yland-Wood et al. 202 ), said anal-
ysis led to some interesting results. Among these, we deem to be 
most noteworthy (i) the informative and instructive-hortative na-
ture of the texts, (ii) the texts being permeated with scientific dis-
course and (iii) the recycling of text parts formats (cf. subsection 
. ). We would like to stress, however, that our observations result 

from the text-linguistic methodology presented in subsection .2, 
by which we have sought to descriptively depict C ID-  gov-
ernment communication in Belgium. Conse uently, our analysis 
did not discuss the possible problems entailed in these texts. th-
er more ade uate approaches, particularly those oriented within 
the framework of critical discourse analysis (CDA) (cf. airclough 
20 ; Catalano Waugh 2020), need to shed more light on this. 

Regarding subse uent studies on C ID- -related government 
communication in general, we would like to distinguish between 
three possible future research axes: research looking into (i) oth-
er forms of government communication in Belgium, e.g., dis-
tributed by public broadcast or by the ministers themselves, (ii) 
C ID- -related government communication in other countries 
and (iii) comparative studies including government communi-
cations concerning other crises inside or outside of Belgium. We 
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hope that our descriptive study can serve as a valid point of refer-
ence for such possible types of studies. 
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